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Verification Study GoalsVerification Study Goals

Assess validity and usefulness of existing Verification Assess validity and usefulness of existing Verification 
and reand re--analysis tools (i.e. IVP, RAX, RAX Apps and IFP) analysis tools (i.e. IVP, RAX, RAX Apps and IFP) 
in the context of a single hydrologic event.in the context of a single hydrologic event.
Develop some conclusions/recommendations regarding Develop some conclusions/recommendations regarding 
the use and improvement of the tools.the use and improvement of the tools.
Develop a plan for systematic testing and implementation Develop a plan for systematic testing and implementation 
of these verification tools and techniques in a of these verification tools and techniques in a ““realreal--timetime””
environment.environment.
Use the information to improve our forecasts and Use the information to improve our forecasts and 
understand their accuracy.understand their accuracy.
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Verification ApproachVerification Approach

Use the Interactive Verification Program (IVP) and Use the Interactive Verification Program (IVP) and 
Archive Database (RAX) to analyze the event.Archive Database (RAX) to analyze the event.
The focus will be on Stage, Flow, MAP/FMAP, The focus will be on Stage, Flow, MAP/FMAP, 
FMAT/MATFMAT/MAT
Use Archived versions of NWSRFS OFS files and the Use Archived versions of NWSRFS OFS files and the 
Interactive Forecast Program (IFP) as tools to Interactive Forecast Program (IFP) as tools to 
disaggregate and analyze forecast components.disaggregate and analyze forecast components.
Combine the results of the two analysis techniques and Combine the results of the two analysis techniques and 
offer some conclusions on event verification.offer some conclusions on event verification.
Make some comments on the apparent validity and Make some comments on the apparent validity and 
usefulness of the various tools in the verification process.  usefulness of the various tools in the verification process.  
Can these tools help us to improve our forecasts?Can these tools help us to improve our forecasts?
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Basin / Event Selection ProcessBasin / Event Selection Process

Headwater (i.e. no Reservoirs or Headwater (i.e. no Reservoirs or 
upstream forecast points)upstream forecast points)
Decent Observed Data & Forecast Decent Observed Data & Forecast 
ArchiveArchive
Significant Event with forecast Significant Event with forecast 
problemsproblems
Rain & SnowmeltRain & Snowmelt
Possible Precipitation Typing Possible Precipitation Typing 
issuesissues
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StehekinStehekin River at River at StehekinStehekin

North Central WashingtonNorth Central Washington
Drains East CascadesDrains East Cascades
Flows into Lake ChelanFlows into Lake Chelan
Significant rainfall and Significant rainfall and 
snowmelt runoffsnowmelt runoff
~ 80% Forest Cover~ 80% Forest Cover
Basin Area Basin Area -- 321 sq. mi.321 sq. mi.
Elev. Range:  1099 Elev. Range:  1099 –– 87608760’’
Basin Mean Elev. ~ 5100Basin Mean Elev. ~ 5100’’
Glacier Cover ~ 2Glacier Cover ~ 2--3%3%
Annual Annual PrecipPrecip ~ 80~ 80””
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Event Description Event Description –– Nov. 2006Nov. 2006

6 Days of Widespread Heavy Precipitation in 6 Days of Widespread Heavy Precipitation in 
Westside basins spilled over to East Westside basins spilled over to East 
Cascades (10Cascades (10--20 inch reports were common)20 inch reports were common)
Snow pack was Snow pack was notnot abnormally large in the abnormally large in the 
basin (less than 5 inches of SWE at most area basin (less than 5 inches of SWE at most area 
SNOTEL sites prior to heaviest precipitation).SNOTEL sites prior to heaviest precipitation).
Temperatures early in the event were near Temperatures early in the event were near 
rain/snow threshold for much of the basin.  rain/snow threshold for much of the basin.  
During the heaviest periods, precipitation fell During the heaviest periods, precipitation fell 
as rain throughout the basin.as rain throughout the basin.
Soil Moisture and river level conditions were Soil Moisture and river level conditions were 
normalnormal--toto--below normal leading up to the below normal leading up to the 
event.event.
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GOES IR  GOES IR  -- Nov 7, 2006  12ZNov 7, 2006  12Z
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StehekinStehekin River Hydrograph:  Nov. 4River Hydrograph:  Nov. 4--9, 20069, 2006

BackgroundBackground
Event Peak = 28.8 ft.Event Peak = 28.8 ft.

(11/07/2006 ~08Z)(11/07/2006 ~08Z)
Flood Stage = 24 ftFlood Stage = 24 ft
Action Stage = 22 ftAction Stage = 22 ft

FS = 24 ft

AS = 22 ft

Peak = 28.8 ft

Observed Stage
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IVP ANALYSISIVP ANALYSIS
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Time Series Plot for:Time Series Plot for:
Observed and Forecast Stage (STHW1)Observed and Forecast Stage (STHW1)

FS = 24 ft

AS = 22 ft

IVP ParametersIVP Parameters
Analysis Period:  Analysis Period:  
Nov. 4 Nov. 4 -- 99
Look at forecasts Look at forecasts 
from 0 hrs to 10 from 0 hrs to 10 
day lead timeday lead time
66--hour Time Stephour Time Step
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StehekinStehekin –– Time Series and Scatter Plots Time Series and Scatter Plots 
for Observed and Forecast Stagefor Observed and Forecast Stage

FS = 24 ftFS = 24 ft

AS = 22 ftAS = 22 ft

obs

fc
st

Analysis Period: Nov 4-9, 2006

StageStage

Near Peak

Long Lead Time

Recession
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Upper zone MAP/FMAP (6hr values) Upper zone MAP/FMAP (6hr values) ––
Categorical Scatter and Time Series Plot.Categorical Scatter and Time Series Plot.

1.00 inch

0.25 inch

1.00 inch

1.00 inch

0.25 inch

0.25 inch

Forecasts for values which came in less Forecasts for values which came in less 
than 0.25than 0.25”” were fairly were fairly ““evenly scatteredevenly scattered””
Consistent Low Bias for values > 0.25Consistent Low Bias for values > 0.25””
Note:  Lower zone showed similar Note:  Lower zone showed similar 
pattern.pattern.

obs

fc
st

Analysis Period: Nov 4-9, 2006

Obs
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Upper Zone MAT/FMAT (6 hour)Upper Zone MAT/FMAT (6 hour)–– Scatter and Scatter and 
Time Series PlotsTime Series Plots

Consistent Low Bias for Consistent Low Bias for 
all valuesall values
Note:  Lower zone Note:  Lower zone 
showed similar pattern.showed similar pattern.

32 deg

32 deg

32 deg
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IVP Analysis SummaryIVP Analysis Summary
Stage and Flow forecast were generally low throughout the periodStage and Flow forecast were generally low throughout the period.  .  
Many issuances near the crest produced high biased recession Many issuances near the crest produced high biased recession 
forecasts.forecasts.
FMAP was very low compared to MAP throughout the period.  There FMAP was very low compared to MAP throughout the period.  There 
were only scattered exceptions.were only scattered exceptions.
FMATsFMATs were very bias on the were very bias on the ““low sidelow side”” as well.as well.
Persistence forecasts were superior to Persistence forecasts were superior to FMATsFMATs at times for the short at times for the short 
lead times and the very long lead times.lead times and the very long lead times.
Forecasts Forecasts ““generallygenerally”” improved with shorter lead times.improved with shorter lead times.
Statistics/plots are extremely sensitive to the analysis period,Statistics/plots are extremely sensitive to the analysis period, leadlead--
time, and number of samples.time, and number of samples.
Relative error contribution of FMAP, FMAT, antecedent conditionsRelative error contribution of FMAP, FMAT, antecedent conditions, , 
modeling, forecaster, etc. cannot really be assessed with IVPmodeling, forecaster, etc. cannot really be assessed with IVP
There is some application for single event analysis in IVP.  HowThere is some application for single event analysis in IVP.  However, ever, 
it is probably better suited for multiit is probably better suited for multi--event analysis in general.event analysis in general.
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IFP IFP ““RERE--ANALYSISANALYSIS””::
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STHW1 STHW1 –– Verification Analysis using IFP Verification Analysis using IFP 
with Archived OFS Files: Goals/Approachwith Archived OFS Files: Goals/Approach

Look at the event in a forecast mode (2 days prior to the crest)Look at the event in a forecast mode (2 days prior to the crest)..
Analyze soil moisture and snow model statesAnalyze soil moisture and snow model states
Look to see if any forecaster Look to see if any forecaster modsmods could have could have 
negatively/positively impacted the forecastnegatively/positively impacted the forecast

Look at the event in an Look at the event in an ““observedobserved”” mode (i.e. 2 days after the peak)mode (i.e. 2 days after the peak)
Look at a Look at a ““no no modsmods”” scenarioscenario
Try to isolate biggest error contributor (soil moisture, snow, Try to isolate biggest error contributor (soil moisture, snow, 
FMAT, FMAP, etc.)FMAT, FMAP, etc.)
Determine the minimum and Determine the minimum and ““most likelymost likely”” modsmods required to required to 
simulate the storm in an simulate the storm in an ““observedobserved”” mode.mode.
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Antecedent Conditions : Were the initial Snow Antecedent Conditions : Were the initial Snow 
and Soil Moisture conditions reasonable?and Soil Moisture conditions reasonable?

The initial SWE on Nov 1 was:The initial SWE on Nov 1 was:
Upper zone:  2.0Upper zone:  2.0”” [ mean [ mean elevelev = 6160= 6160’’]]
Lower zone:  0.1Lower zone:  0.1”” [ mean [ mean elevelev = 3800= 3800’’]]
SNOTEL sites in the area had very similar SNOTEL sites in the area had very similar 
SWE readings on Nov 1.SWE readings on Nov 1.

Simulated snow Simulated snow ““builtbuilt”” to a max of around to a max of around 
6.56.5”” in the upper zone on Nov 7in the upper zone on Nov 7thth (once (once 
againagain……this was representative based on area this was representative based on area 
SNOTEL sites).SNOTEL sites).
Simulated initial simulated soil moisture Simulated initial simulated soil moisture 
states were reasonable.  Observed flow and states were reasonable.  Observed flow and 
SACSAC--SMA state climatology data were used as SMA state climatology data were used as 
references for this assessment.references for this assessment.
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IFP Forecast View on Nov. 5, 2006IFP Forecast View on Nov. 5, 2006

IFP view on Nov. 5, 2006

IFP view on Nov. 5, 2006 –
scaled to eventual obs peak.

AS = 22 ft

AS = 22 ft
Quite franklyQuite frankly…….the forecast .the forecast 
looks reasonable given the looks reasonable given the 
information available at the information available at the 
time.time.

Model states appear to be adjusted Model states appear to be adjusted 
properly.properly.
There were some forecaster There were some forecaster modsmods which which 
would impact the precipitation typing (i.e. would impact the precipitation typing (i.e. 
more rain, less snow) during the event more rain, less snow) during the event 
(Good move!).(Good move!).
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Post event analysis using IFP:Post event analysis using IFP:
Nov 10Nov 10thth OFS Files OFS Files –– No No ModsMods

Simulation of 
observed period with 
no mods…ouch!

Combination of Combination of 
““observedobserved”” MAT and MAT and 
MAP was entirely MAP was entirely 
inadequate!inadequate!
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Results of Post Event analysis Results of Post Event analysis -- ““Extreme Extreme 
ModsMods”” (non(non--precipprecip))

Nov 5 : Filled Tension Nov 5 : Filled Tension 
Water Water ““BucketsBuckets””
Nov 5Nov 5--8 : Added 20 8 : Added 20 
degrees to all degrees to all MATsMATs
Nov 5Nov 5--8 : Increased 8 : Increased 
UADJ to maximum UADJ to maximum 
(wind effects for rain on (wind effects for rain on 
snow)snow)
Result:  Simulation is Result:  Simulation is 
still way still way ““underdoneunderdone””!!
Probable cause:  MAP Probable cause:  MAP 
too low! (observed point too low! (observed point 
precipitation is either precipitation is either 
bad or not producing bad or not producing 
representative representative MAPsMAPs))

Simulation of 
observed period 
with “extreme 
mods” (non-precip)
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Results of Post Event analysis Results of Post Event analysis –– What What 
would it take to match this would it take to match this ““riserise””??

ReRe--distribute heavy distribute heavy 
precipprecip (13 inches) to (13 inches) to 
concentrate in an 18 hr concentrate in an 18 hr 
period starting on Nov 6 period starting on Nov 6 
at 12Zat 12Z
Add 10 degrees to all Add 10 degrees to all 
MATsMATs from Nov 6 06Zfrom Nov 6 06Z--
12Z12Z
Result:  rise can be Result:  rise can be 
simulated.  Recession simulated.  Recession 
would have problems would have problems 
without additional without additional modsmods
to reduce subsequent to reduce subsequent 
precipitation.precipitation.

Simulation with some 
MAP and MAT mods
on Nov. 6th (rising 
limb simulates well)
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IFP Summary for STHW1IFP Summary for STHW1
Using a very Using a very ““quick and crudequick and crude”” sensitivity analysis, it is very obvious that forecast sensitivity analysis, it is very obvious that forecast 
mean mean arealareal precipitation (FMAP) produced the largest errors in the forecasprecipitation (FMAP) produced the largest errors in the forecast.t.
LowLow--biased mean biased mean arealareal temperature (FMAT) forecasts had an impact as well.  temperature (FMAT) forecasts had an impact as well.  
However, the impact was minor compared to the FMAP.However, the impact was minor compared to the FMAP.
Antecedent conditions (model states) were reasonable.Antecedent conditions (model states) were reasonable.

Simulated snow water equivalent (SWE) values compared favorably Simulated snow water equivalent (SWE) values compared favorably with SNOTEL with SNOTEL 
““ground truthground truth””..
SACSAC--SMA state values were reasonable based on Fall SMA state values were reasonable based on Fall precipprecip, observed flow, and , observed flow, and 
ClimatologicalClimatological averages.averages.

““ObservedObserved”” MAP and MAT values needed significant modification in the modelMAP and MAT values needed significant modification in the model to to 
simulate the observed flow time series.  Point network was not rsimulate the observed flow time series.  Point network was not representative.epresentative.
Although Although ““playingplaying”” with archived OFS files using IFP is user friendly and can yielwith archived OFS files using IFP is user friendly and can yield d 
some interesting results, the impacts of point precipitation andsome interesting results, the impacts of point precipitation and temperature data temperature data 
cannot be assessed via this method.cannot be assessed via this method.
““FutureFuture”” temperature temperature ModsMods produced by a forecaster had a positive impact on the produced by a forecaster had a positive impact on the 
forecast.  No other forecast.  No other modsmods had any significant impact on the forecast in a positive or had any significant impact on the forecast in a positive or 
negative way.negative way.
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QPF points used to produce STHW1 QPF points used to produce STHW1 FMAPsFMAPs ––
6 hour totals (inches): 11/06 06Z 6 hour totals (inches): 11/06 06Z –– 11/08 00Z11/08 00Z
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Prior to 2007:Prior to 2007:
The QPF network was a manageable The QPF network was a manageable 
subsub--set of the Calibration precipitation set of the Calibration precipitation 
network.  Each FMAP was computed as network.  Each FMAP was computed as 
a weighted sum of these sites a weighted sum of these sites 
(additional normalization was performed (additional normalization was performed 
relating annual relating annual normalsnormals).  This sparse ).  This sparse 
network was known to produce network was known to produce 
““unrepresentativeunrepresentative”” FMAPsFMAPs at times.at times.

After 2007:After 2007:
Currently, the GFE tool is used to Currently, the GFE tool is used to 
produce QPF and the network has produce QPF and the network has 
expanded to include all calibration sites expanded to include all calibration sites 
(i.e. the same stations and absolute (i.e. the same stations and absolute 
weights are used for MAP and FMAP).weights are used for MAP and FMAP).

ItIt’’s worth noting:s worth noting:
Since this expansion of the forecast Since this expansion of the forecast 
network, neither of these 2006 QPF network, neither of these 2006 QPF 
points are used to generate mean points are used to generate mean arealareal
time series for the time series for the StehekinStehekin!!
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Contrasting QPF Point NetworksContrasting QPF Point Networks
QPF Plot generated on Monday 
Nov 6, 2006 – “old” network.

QPF Plot generated on Monday Dec 
3, 2007 – calibration station network.

OLD

NEW

OLD

NEW
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ConclusionsConclusions

IVP and IFP (reIVP and IFP (re--analysis) have definite strengths and weaknesses.analysis) have definite strengths and weaknesses.
IVP is a very powerful tool that appears to have more utility inIVP is a very powerful tool that appears to have more utility in a multia multi--event event 
analysis rather than an individual storm study.analysis rather than an individual storm study.
Time series and scatter plots are (by far) the most useful optioTime series and scatter plots are (by far) the most useful options within IVP ns within IVP 
for an individual storm analysis.for an individual storm analysis.
IFP is very useful in a post event analysis (requires routine arIFP is very useful in a post event analysis (requires routine archive of OFS chive of OFS 
files).files).
Using a combination of IVP and IFP can be an effective approach Using a combination of IVP and IFP can be an effective approach to to 
performing Event Verification.  With this combo (or something siperforming Event Verification.  With this combo (or something similar), we milar), we 
can possibly point out inherent problems with our forecasts thatcan possibly point out inherent problems with our forecasts that could be could be 
fixed (i.e. Possibly Improve Forecasts!)fixed (i.e. Possibly Improve Forecasts!)
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RecommendationsRecommendations
Exercising the IVP has opened our eyes to many possibilities forExercising the IVP has opened our eyes to many possibilities for
verification analysis.  This includes current capabilities and pverification analysis.  This includes current capabilities and possible future ossible future 
enhancements.  (Just like all software, Ienhancements.  (Just like all software, I’’m sure that the list is growing).m sure that the list is growing).
Recent improvements to the Archive system (size, speed) are welcRecent improvements to the Archive system (size, speed) are welcome.  ome.  
However, IVP still encounters performance issues during the analHowever, IVP still encounters performance issues during the analysis of ysis of 
large datasets.  Unfortunately, this is where IVP analysis is molarge datasets.  Unfortunately, this is where IVP analysis is most relevant.  st relevant.  
Workarounds have helped some, but the underlying problem needs tWorkarounds have helped some, but the underlying problem needs to be o be 
identified and addressed.identified and addressed.
Archived data is critical for many RFC programs (ops, verificatiArchived data is critical for many RFC programs (ops, verification, on, 
calibration, ensembles, calibration, ensembles, climatologiesclimatologies, etc.).  The Archive must be able to , etc.).  The Archive must be able to 
communicate with CHPS/FEWS.communicate with CHPS/FEWS.
Effective Data viewing and quality control tools for the ArchiveEffective Data viewing and quality control tools for the Archive are very are very 
important important ““piecespieces”” of a Verification system.  We need to continue to of a Verification system.  We need to continue to 
improve those tools.improve those tools.
Migration to the new forecast system (CHPS/FEWS) will require a Migration to the new forecast system (CHPS/FEWS) will require a 
replacement for the IFP/OFS postreplacement for the IFP/OFS post--event analysis method.  Current event analysis method.  Current 
capabilities within FEWS could possibly satisfy this need.  Thiscapabilities within FEWS could possibly satisfy this need.  This possibility possibility 
needs to be evaluated.needs to be evaluated.
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StehekinStehekin River ValleyRiver Valley

THANK YOU!
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Possible Future WorkPossible Future Work
Unanswered Questions:Unanswered Questions:

The mean The mean arealareal data (forecast and observed) can be data (forecast and observed) can be ““unrepresentativeunrepresentative”” even if the even if the 
point data from which they are generated have verified perfectlypoint data from which they are generated have verified perfectly.  Why weren.  Why weren’’t the point t the point 
date representative in this case?  Did high winds lead to gage cdate representative in this case?  Did high winds lead to gage catch deficiencies?atch deficiencies?
At the time of this event, we were using a limited point networkAt the time of this event, we were using a limited point network to produce forecast to produce forecast 
precipitation.  Our current QPF/Temperature forecasting method eprecipitation.  Our current QPF/Temperature forecasting method employs GFE tool and mploys GFE tool and 
produces a much more produces a much more ““densedense”” network of point forecasts.  Are current and future network of point forecasts.  Are current and future 
forecasts likely to improve as a result of this change?forecasts likely to improve as a result of this change?
Could quality controlled Could quality controlled obsobs temp and temp and precipprecip estimates be flawed in this basin?estimates be flawed in this basin?
Are these event forecast biases Are these event forecast biases ““typicaltypical”” in this basin?in this basin?
Were these forecast problems widespread or isolated to the Were these forecast problems widespread or isolated to the StehekinStehekin during this event?during this event?

Potential Future Work:Potential Future Work:
Look at other storms for this basin to determine if we have any Look at other storms for this basin to determine if we have any forecast trends or forecast trends or 
identifiable biases present in all cases.identifiable biases present in all cases.
Perform a similar verification analysis on other Perform a similar verification analysis on other ““nearbynearby”” river basins.river basins.
Set up point verification in IVP and perform routine analysis (tSet up point verification in IVP and perform routine analysis (temp & precipitation)emp & precipitation)
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StehekinStehekin Flow Forecast StatisticsFlow Forecast Statistics

Consistent Low Bias on Rising Consistent Low Bias on Rising 
Limb with the exception of last Limb with the exception of last 
few forecastsfew forecasts
Recession forecasts had high Recession forecasts had high 
BiasBias

ME was negative throughout ME was negative throughout 
most of the analysis period.most of the analysis period.
Forecasts showed Forecasts showed ““generalgeneral””
statistical improvement statistical improvement 
starting at 84 hour leadstarting at 84 hour lead--timetime

0.0

0.0

1.0
84 hrs

84 hrs
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Categorical Bias for MAP (U & L) Categorical Bias for MAP (U & L) 

Cat 1 : < 0.25 inch
0.25 < Cat 2 < 1.0 inch
Cat 3 > 1.0 inch

1.0
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Moments for all Forecasts during eventMoments for all Forecasts during event

Bottom Line:Bottom Line:
Everything was low.Everything was low.

OBS Mean

FCST Mean

OBS St Dev

FCST St Dev
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FLOWSTAGE
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OBS Mean

FCST Mean

OBS St Dev

FCST St Dev

OBS Mean

FCST Mean
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FCST St Dev
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MAP MAP UprUpr & & LwrLwr Error Stats and Bias :Error Stats and Bias :
3 Day Lead Time3 Day Lead Time
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MAT AnalysisMAT Analysis

Persistence

MATU
BIAS

RMSESS

MATL
MATU

MATUError Statistics

1.0
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0.0
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Time Series Plot for:Time Series Plot for:
Observed and Forecast Stage (STHW1)Observed and Forecast Stage (STHW1)

FS = 24 ft

AS = 22 ft


